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SESSION HANDOUT 
 
 

Presenter 
Steve Boedt 

 

Schedule 
5 min: Introduction: Key Points and Objectives 
55min: Lecture on inspiring your students! 
60 min: Master Class  
 (Total: 2 hours) 

 

History & Background 
As a presenter working in the fitness industry I learned that presenting a training or workout is more than 
just “instructing”. I remember my first training years ago. We were always trained in the physical aspect of 
our participants. My trainers showed me aspects of anatomy, methodology, technique etc. But after years I 
started to notice that most of my students came to my classes for more than just the Physical reason… 
They wanted to join my class to feel better, because I made them feel important and cared for. I was not 
just a physical trainer but also a mental coach. So when I started to educate trainers all over the world, I 
added an extra part in my trainings.  
 
PEP: Peak Emotion Program  
As a Zumba instructor you MORE than just an instructor; you are a  
MORE instructor:  

Marketer  
EducatOr  
Relationships  
Entertainer  
 
Connecting to people PEP peak emotion program  
Connecting to people is a very delicate theme that is fundamental for a great class. Next to all the 
foundations we see that relation to your people is an emotional foundation that cannot be underestimated. 
You create emotional peaks with your people by using several techniques. Today we will see what 
techniques we can use to create a PEP. 
  
A few rules that will help you to control your PEP  
1. Knowing names  
2. PEP knowledge  
3. Presenter levels  
4. Presenter skills  
 
Knowing names  
It is very important to know your participants names. Your students will feel so much more accepted when 
you know their names. Do you remember that class when the instructor screamed out your name? How did 
you feel? Not so bad I guess. I know it's not easy to go and ask somebody's name when they're already in 
your class for several years... But it is YOUR JOB!!!!! You have no choice.  
 
Let me help you to remember a name....  
Make sure you understood the name by asking it again.  
Connect this name to your own story or make it your story (where does this name come from?)  
Make a connection to your world  
 I know somebody with the same name  
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3-3 rule  

 
 
PEP knowledge  
Every part of you training or class has a different energy!  
Somebody that presents with a high energy all the time is a FLATLINE!  
Somebody who presents with a medium energy all the time is a FLATLINE!  
Somebody that presents with a low energy all the time is a FLATLINE!  
 

Application of the Zumba® Formula 
Creating a workout is like building a house… you need a strong foundation before you can start building! 
We call the base of our house the Hardware. All the details and the good-looking stuff like the garden, 
doors, windows, furniture, we call Software. You have no software without hardware!  
 
You cannot connect with your people if your class has no strong base. If you know your music and you 
know your choreography by heart, and you feel very strong with your teaching skills, then you make a big 
change to connect with your students!  
Do you remember your first Zumba class you taught? You feel insecure and your hardware is not strong…. 
I bet the connection with your people wasn’t that good! But do you also remember after a couple of weeks 
teaching the same class how much more comfortable you felt? Your software was growing and the people 
responded better! There was much more energy in the room!  
 
Hardware skills  
You need great hardware skills to create a strong base of you your house  
 
Presenter Levels  
One of the main foundations of your class is your music. It can help you to create atmosphere and 
emotions.  
You know that, but how many people play with the volume, harmony and climax?  
1. Volume  
2. Harmony  
3. Climax  
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Software Skills 
 

Task TYPES FASE ENERGIEZONE TOOLS POSITION CONTACT 

Marketing Politicus Welcome Energetic Arms Overview Pos Group 

education Priest Build up Relax Lines Left Right Basic Position Individual 

Relation Quizmaster Zumba dances  Lines Diagonal   

Entertain  End  Speed movement   

  Before class  Trunk High Low   

  After class  Voice 

intonation/volume 

  

    Acting face   

    Speed of voice   

    interaction   

    Fysical cue   

 

 
Presenter Skills  
Some questions for you:  
-Which tools do you use to create Energy in your class?  
-Do you use only your music as a tool to create Energy?  
-Can you use tools like your own body to lift Energy up?  
-Can you use lights, music, and other people to lift up Energy?  
Use your 3 hand movements to connect with your people!  
 
Hand position 1; Hand palms up!  
Create uplifting Energy  
Positive body language  
Quizmasters Energy  
 
Hand position 2; Hand palms down!  
Create relaxing Energy  
Calming body language  
Priests Energy  
 
Hand position 3; Hand palms forward  
Create an interacting Energy  
Dialogue body language  
Politician Energy  
Use your body posture! 
 
Circle of Inspiration  
As a Zumba instructor you are more than just a presenter or instructor. Do you remember your first class? 
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Was your instructor an inspiration for you? Did you want to be with him or her all the time? Well, this time it 
is your time to be an inspiration. Everybody looks up to somebody, and everyone is an inspiration to 
someone else.  
 
Looking up to somebody is NOT like a ladder, it is a circle, and it always comes back! 
 
Beto is an inspiration to all the ZES and the ZIN instructors and participants. The ZES are an inspiration to 
the ZIN and participants, Zumba instructors are an inspiration to their students, and the students are an 
inspiration to Beto. It is a complete circle!  
 
Not everybody in your class will love you the same, DEAL with it!  
 
You can never please everybody, it is impossible so don’t put that weight on your shoulders!  
 
Do you sometimes get that 1 person in your class that gives you negative Energy? Why is it that we as 
instructors keep focusing on that 1 person! If 100 people are in your class, and 99 love you! And 1 gives 
you negative body language… what do you do? 
 
 

 
 

 


